The official newsletter of Roos Orthodontics: Winter 2016
As you know, we place a great deal of
importance on KINDNESS at Roos Orthodontics,
and we value the reflected kindness we receive
back from our patients year round.
As the year draws to a close, we are grateful for
our wonderful patients and their families. We
enjoy working with you all to create beautiful,
happy smiles. Thank you for choosing our Team
to help you on this journey.
We wish you all a very Merry Christmas and look
forward to seeing you in the New Year.
Dr. Bryan Roos and his Team

Each year Hopelink serves more than
64,000 homeless and low-income families,
children, seniors and people with disabilities
in north and east King County; providing stability and helping people gain the skills and
knowledge they need to exit poverty for
good. During the holiday season Hopelink
transforms its food banks into holiday gift
rooms offering new toys and new clothing
for children who are clients of Hopelink, to
make their holidays brighter.
This Season, Roos Orthodontics is partnering
with Hopelink in this spirit of GIVING! We invite you all to drop off any new unwrapped
toy to our office by December 19th to help
bring Holiday cheer to those in
need!
No appointment in December?
Drop by anyway! Thank you.

16150 NE 85th Street #124, Redmond, WA 98052 Ph: (425)885-1642
email: info@roosortho.com
www.roosortho.com

We appreciate all of our patients
– and particularly all those who qualify for
our monthly

GREAT PATIENT DRAW!
Congratulations to these recent winners!

AUGUST:
Carter C, Zoe B, Raegan G, Paige D, Abigail J.

SEPTEMBER:
Avery O , Brian C, Sehrish D, Andrew C, Avery L

My name is Amanda and I moved from the
heart of England to the beautiful Pacific Northwest with my family in 2010. You will probably
know me as the gal on the front desk with the
funny accent! Both of my kids and myself are
patients of Dr Roos, although working in the field
of orthodontics is new to me. I am seeing the
process from ‘the other side’ and love getting
to know all of our patients and watching their
joy as they progress through their treatment to a
fabulous smile. When I’m not in the office,
you’re likely to find me on the soccer sidelines
watching my children and husband as they
play, coach and referee around the Puget
Sound. In brief breaks from footy, I enjoy exploring the area and taking lots of photos of trees,
as well as sampling all the yummy delights to be
found in the region!

We are excited to announce that from January
we will be offerIng ONLINE BILL PAYMENTS for all
of our patients. More information to follow as
soon as it is up and running!

OCTOBER:
Martin D, Georgia L, Madison K, Chloe S, Jennifer L.

NOVEMBER:
Tanvi L, Emma S, Evan F, Siina R, Katherine B

We all know how important regular dental
hygiene appointments are. Be sure to take a
copy of the Roos Orthodontics Routine Dental
Hygiene Certificate to your next appointment
and then return it, signed, to us to be entered
into the draw. You could win a Sonicare Toothbrush – and your hygienist will win a prize too!
Find one to print out from our website (contest
page) or pick up one from our office.
Sarah C is the most recent winner! Thank you
Marlen at Redmond Parc Square Dental for
helping to care for our patient Sarah’s teeth!
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